Our memories form a record not only of our experiences, but also of their temporal structure.
| INTRODUCTION
Knowing the order of events is critical for many aspects of daily life.
Investigations of the neural correlates of memory in both humans and animals have implicated the hippocampus in supporting this vital ability (Manns, Howard, & Eichenbaum, 2007; Davachi & DuBrow, 2015) . Far less clear, however, is exactly how the hippocampus accomplishes this function. In this review, we take stock of the current state of the literature on hippocampal contributions to the encoding and retrieval of serial-order information. We relate these neural investigations to three cognitive theories of sequence memory: associative chaining theory, positional coding theory, and retrieved-context theory (Figure 1 ).
According to associative chaining theory, the memory system directly links the representations of successively experienced events (e.g., study items in a list learning task). Subsequent presentation or recall of a given item cues recall of the contiguously presented items (Ebbinghaus, 1885 (Ebbinghaus, /1913 Lewandowsky & Murdock, 1989; DuBrow & Davachi, 2013) . Proposed by Ebbinghaus (1885 Ebbinghaus ( /1913 , direct itemitem associations can account for a number of behavioral findings, including error patterns in serial recall (Solway, Murdock, & Kahana, 2012; Franklin & Mewhort, 2015) and performance decrements on lists in which study items vary along a specific dimension (Morin, Poirier, Fortin, & Hulme, 2006; Caplan, 2015) . Specifically, after recalling an item out of sequence, subjects are likely to transition to neighboring study items (Solway et al., 2012) , suggesting that items themselves are being used as retrieval cues. Likewise, performance is worse for "mixed" lists in which words alternate in frequency compared with "pure" lists of only high or only low frequency (Caplan, 2015) , again suggesting that direct item-item associations drive serial-order memory.
In contrast to associative chaining, the positional-coding theory posits that the memory system links each item with a representation of its time of occurrence, or its position within a series (Yntema & Trask, 1963; Conrad, 1965; Friedman, 1993; Henson, 1998; Brown, Preece, & Hulme, 2000; Botvinick & Plaut, 2006) . This position is then used as a cue to retrieve the item to which it was associated. This theory was developed and has been used to account for a number of behavioral findings that are inconsistent with the associative chaining theory. For instance, according to chaining theory, studying a list of sequentially presented items should lead to the formation of associations between neighboring items. If those same items are then divided into pairs for a paired associates task, the existence of direct itemitem associations should "transfer," facilitating performance. However, researchers failed to observe a transfer effect (Young, 1962) and proposed instead that associations are formed between items and positions, an association which would not necessarily facilitate paired associates learning.
Finally, retrieved-context theories of memory assert that items become associated with a spatiotemporal contextual representation, analogous to positional or temporal codes. However, according to this account, recall of an item reinstates its temporal context, which in turn, cues subsequent retrievals (Anderson & Bower, 1972; Howard & Kahana, 2002; Polyn, Norman, & Kahana, 2009a; Lohnas, Polyn, & Kahana, 2015) . This theory may be viewed as a hybrid between positional coding and associative chaining theories (Caplan, 2015) in that the spatiotemporal contextual representation serves to bind contiguously studied items. According to retrieved-context theory, items become bidrectionally associated with a representation of spatiotemporal context during both memory encoding and retrieval. Further, the activation of item features during either encoding or retrieval results in reactivation of previously associated contexts. These reactivated contexts, in turn, combine with the currently active context representation to form a new context (Polyn & Kahana, 2008) .
Within the laboratory, researchers have used a variety of paradigms to test these theories of serial-order memory. Serial-order memory mechanisms are thought to drive behavioral phenomena both in serial learning tasks that explicitly require subjects to serially recall memoranda as well as in tasks without such a requirement. Explicit serial order tasks include serial learning, immediate serial recall, judgments of recency, and serial reordering. In these paradigms, subjects deliberately attempt to learn and subsequently recall or recognize an ordered sequence of items. For example, in an immediate serial recall paradigm, subjects study a series of individually presented items and then attempt to recall the studied items in forward serial order. In a judgment of recency task, after studying a series of items, subjects judge the order of a pair of test items, indicating which item appeared more recently. Serial-order memory mechanisms can likewise be understood via tasks that implicitly leverage serial order information.
Implicit tasks include the serial-response-time procedure, in which subjects simply make judgments on each item in a long series and items repeat in a predictable order. Researchers infer knowledge of serial order information from subjects' improved performance on items. Knowledge of serial order information can also be inferred in free recall tasks, where subjects choose to recall items in serial order even when this is not required by the task.
| THE HIPPOCAMPUS AND SERIAL-ORDER MEMORY
There is considerable evidence that the hippocampus supports complex forms of associative memory; the hippocampus shows increased activity during the formation and retrieval of associations (Eichenbaum, 2017; Suzuki, 2007; Davachi, Mitchell, & Wagner, 2003; Ranganath et al., 2004) , and hippocampal lesions impair the ability to encode and retrieve associations (Kesner, Gilbert, & Barua, 2002; Fortin et al., 2002; Farovik, Dupont, & Eichenbaum, 2010) . However, these results do not clarify the mechanisms by which the hippocampus supports these associations. The goal of this review is to survey human intracranial electroencephalographic (iEEG) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data recorded while subjects engage in tasks thought to be supported by serial-order memory mechanisms. All three theories posit that an association formed during study is leveraged during retrieval. The critical question concerns the nature of these associations: does this hippocampus associate items to one another (associative chaining), to a position or temporal tag (positional coding), or some hybrid of the two, a spatiotemporal context representation (retrieved-context)? fMRI investigations of hippocampal activity have found reliable increases in the hippocampus both during the encoding and the retrieval of serial order information (Konishi, Uchida, Machida, Shirouzu, & Miyashita, 2002; Ekstrom & Bookheimer, 2007; Lehn et al., 2009; Ekstrom, Copara, Isham, Wang, & Yonelinas, 2011; Tubridy & Davachi, 2011) . Tubridy and Davachi (2011) had subjects study triplets of sequentially presented words and then reorder those items during test.
The authors found that increased hippocampal activity during encoding predicted better performance on the subsequent ordering task. This result is most clearly accounted for by the positional coding theory. A stronger link between item and position during study, reflected by increased hippocampal activity, would facilitate the retrieval of position information at test, allowing subjects to correctly reorder each triplet. In comparison, a stronger link between items or between items and a gradually changing context representation would not necessarily facilitate a subsequent order judgment. Basic associative chaining models do not store directionality information (Lewandowsky & Murdock, 1989) , which means that the ability to judge the order of triplets should be at chance were one to rely on direct item-item associations. Likewise, the context representation that would be associated to each item would be highly similar within a triplet. Unless this context representation contained explicit position information, the relative order of each item would not be discriminable.
Ultimately, in explicit serial order tasks, univariate signals alone are unlikely to be able to distinguish the particular type of association that supports performance. Although increased hippocampal activity suggests that associations are being formed, such activity in a serial recall task does not elucidate the type of association being formed. By combining multivariate pattern analysis with the serial recall task, it is possible to assess which form of associations support serial-order memory (Kalm, Davis, & Norris, 2013) . Kalm et al. (2013) used multivoxel pattern analysis to track hippocampal activity patterns as subjects learned sequences of letters across repeated study-test trials.
The same eight consonants were used for every sequence, thus sequences could only be differentiated by using a combination of item FIGURE 1 Theories of serial-order memory. Simplified illustration of three major classes of models. In associative chaining, associations are formed directly between study items. In positional coding, associations are formed between items and their serial position. In retrieved-context theory, items are associated to a slowly updating context representation concurrent decrease in pattern similarity across repetitions of different sequences.
Here we consider which of the three theories of serial-order memory best accounts for these findings. Once a sequence is learned, subjects may begin to predict upcoming items (Kumaran & Maguire, 2006b; Davachi & DuBrow, 2015) . Using either position codes or items alone to generate such predictions should not lead to differentiation across sequences, as the same positions and the same items were used across sequences. However, if subjects are retrieving contextual representations associated with items, sequences will be differentiable as the context representations of the same item across two different sequences will differ. Consider the following two sequences: ABCDEF and DFCBAE. The context representation associated with C in List 1 consists of items A, B, and C whereas in List 2 it consists of D, F, and C. Thus, the neural signals associated with item C will differ across different sequences. This logic can be extended to all list items, meaning that sequences will be differentiable on account of the contextual information that is retrieved by each item. With repeated exposure, context reinstatement should become more robust, leading to greater differences in neural similarity across sequences.
There is corroborating evidence that the hippocampus represents contextual information (Ezzyat & Davachi, 2014) . Ezzyat and Davachi (2014) had subjects study faces and objects paired with scenes and during test, subjects had to make a distance judgment about an object and a face. Although distance judgments do not necessarily reflect temporal order-one may know that "A" and "E" are far apart without knowing that A precedes E-the authors found that hippocampal activity tracked distance judgments. That is, greater hippocampal pattern similarity between two items at encoding predicted smaller subsequent distance judgments, even when the objective distance (and thus relevant position information) between two pairs of items was equal (e.g., "A" and "E" vs. "B" and "F").
Given these results, one may expect that greater hippocampal pattern dissimilarity between two items should support relative recency judgments. Temporal distinctiveness models suggest that greater temporal distance between items facilitates memory for their relative order (Brown, Neath, & Chater, 2007) . In turn, increased neural similarity between the encoding of two items should make them temporally confusable and consequently impede subjects' ability to judge their relative recency. Jenkins & Ranganath (2016) confirmed this prediction in an fMRI study. Subjects encoded objects while performing a semantic judgment task; then, during test, subjects judged the relative recency of pairs of studied items. The authors found that greater encoding dissimilarity between pairs of items led to more accurate discrimination of relative recency.
In apparent contradiction to this result, DuBrow and Davachi (2014) found that greater hippocampal pattern similarity between pairs of encoding items predicted more accurate discrimination of relative recency. Subjects studied interleaved faces and objects, where switches in stimulus category (face or object) denoted a context boundary. A recency judgment was considered within boundary if both items were from a single category stream (e.g., two objects separated by other objects) and across boundary if the opposite category intervened between the two probes (e.g., two objects separated by faces). Hippocampal pattern similarity was greater for within compared to between boundary items. These results are most clearly accounted for by associative chaining whereby items are directly associated to one another. Multivariate results during retrieval further support this account (DuBrow & Davachi, 2014) ; the authors find evidence suggesting that intervening items are retrieved during recency judgments, consistent with the associative chaining prediction that direct item-item associations are leveraged during retrieval.
Whereas recency judgment tasks directly test subjects' knowledge of the serial order of studied items, free recall tasks provide an indirect assay of subjects' memory for serial order information.
Although subjects may recall items in any order, they exhibit a marked tendency to sequentially recall items studied in neighboring input positions. This contiguity effect appears at diverse time scales and does not appear to be diminished when items are separated by distracting activity which suggests that contiguity more likely reflects some type of temporal coding process rather than a process based on interitem rehearsal, or direct item-to-item associations (Howard & Kahana, 1999 ).
Long and Kahana (2015) asked whether hippocampal activity measured during the encoding period of a free recall task would predict subjects' tendency to transition among neighboring items during recall. They examined high frequency activity (HFA, 44-100 Hz)
recorded from bipolar electrode pairs, as this signal correlates with both neuronal activity and the BOLD fMRI signal (Miller, Zanos, Fetz, den Nijs, & Ojemann, 2009; Mukamel et al., 2005) , and is thought to be a marker of general activation within a brain region (Burke, Ramayya, & Kahana, 2015) . Within the hippocampus, HFA reliably increased during the encoding of items that were later serially recalled compared with those items that were not serially recalled (but still remembered). An across-subject correlation showed that greater hippocampal activity during encoding predicted increased serial recall. In a followup study, examined both hippocampal and neocortical HFA during the retrieval phase of the same free recall task.
They divided recall events into three classes: recall of items from the immediately preceding list (correct recalls), recall of items from other study lists or items not studied (intrusions) and periods of searching with no recall event (deliberations). Regions supporting contextually mediated retrieval should show selective increases in activity preceding correct recalls only, as only those items are from the correct temporal context. In comparison, a general retrieval mechanism would be characterized by activity increases preceding both correct recalls and intrusions, as both classes are retrieval events. Long and colleagues found that HFA in the hippocampus was only reliably increased preceding correct recalls and that this effect was absent in neocortex.
On first pass this univariate data could seem to support any of the three theories as increased hippocampal HFA could reflect the formation and retrieval of either item-item, item-position, or itemcontext associations. However, given the behavioral and modeling evidence suggesting that contiguity in free recall is scale-invariant (Howard & Kahana, 1999; , the associative chaining theory is unlikely to account for these effects. Across longer delays and distractor periods, direct item associations become untenable, and yet, contiguity is still observed in these cases. Thus, these signals are more likely to reflect the presence of either item-position or item-context associations. Support specifically for retrieved-context theory is provided by recent evidence showing that incorporating hippocampal activity into context models provides a superior fit to behavior (Kragel, Morton, & Polyn, 2015) .
Like free recall, sequence learning tasks provide an indirect measure of subjects' memory for serial order information. However, unlike free recall, univariate investigations of sequence learning tasks can more clearly distinguish among the competing theories of serial-order memory. Subjects typically perform an incidental task (e.g., a one-back repetition task) and reaction time is used to infer memory for serial order. The hippocampus shows increased activation during sequence learning and retrieval (Schendan, Searl, Melrose, & Stern, 2003; Ross, Brown, & Stern, 2009 ) and often shows specific increases for nonidentical, overlapping series of stimuli (Kumaran & Maguire, 2005 , 2006a Wang & Diana, 2016) . For example, Kumaran and Maguire (2006b) had subjects view repeated, rearranged, or novel sequences.
Object order was consistent across presentations of repeated sequences; however, for rearranged sequences, the third and fourth objects swapped serial position on the second presentation. The hippocampus showed reliably greater activity for these rearranged sequences than for both repeated sequences and novel sequences.
Given that across repetitions both stimuli and nominal position information were matched, the only source of difference was the order of the stimuli. This suggests that the hippocampus is sensitive to the context (i.e., combination of item and position information) rather than specific items or positions themselves, consistent with the results found by Kalm and colleagues.
Thus far, we have shown evidence to suggest that the hippocampus is sensitive to contextual factors-the combination of stimuli and positions, rather than simply stimuli or positions alone. We now consider the hippocampal contribution to context reinstatement.
Although the free recall and sequence learning results described above show that the hippocampus is sensitive to context, neural activity increases in the hippocampus may not directly reflect reinstatement. Instead, these signals could be directing reinstatement in other brain regions (Staresina, Henson, Kriegeskorte, & Alink, 2012; Ritchey, Wing, LaBar, & Cabeza, 2013) . Comparison of hippocampal activity patterns during encoding with those during retrieval can thus address whether the hippocampus directly reinstates context (Howard, Viskontas, Shankar, & Fried, 2012; Yaffe et al., 2014; Yaffe, Shaikhouni, Arai, Inati, & Zaghloul, 2017) . In a continuous recognition paradigm, Howard et al. (2012) assessed neural pattern similarity-the correlation in firing rate of medial temporal neurons-between the retrieval of a given target item and the encoding of its neighbors (Figure 2 ). The authors found evidence for contextual reinstatement:
neural pattern similarity increased as the lag or distance between two items decreased. That is, neural pattern similarity was greatest when comparing retrieval of a target item to the encoding of its nearest neighbors (items AE 1 lag).
Multivariate examination of the hippocampus during sequence learning has provided further evidence that the hippocampus specifically represents context (Hsieh, Gruber, Jenkins, & Ranganath, 2014) .
To dissociate contributions of item, position, and context information, f "a" "b" "e" "f" FIGURE 2 Assessing contextual reinstatement. Neural responses, which can include firing rates across neurons, spectral power across electrodes, and/or BOLD activation across voxels, are measured during encoding and retrieval. Neural pattern similarity is a metric representing the correlations of neural patterns between encoding and retrieval trials. Pattern similarity is assessed at separate lags or differences in serial position between encoding and retrieval items. Retrieved-context theory predicts that neural pattern similarity between encoding and retrieval trials decreases as a function of absolute lag sequence of stimuli was composed of triplets that repeated throughout the experiment. By measuring the neural patterns associated with each stimulus both before and after the sequence task, the authors were able to assess whether the temporal context associated with a stimulus modifies its neural representation. Following repeated exposure, hippocampal pattern similarity between stimuli within a triplet increased. Thus, the representations of items that share a context become more similar following learning.
| DISCUSSION
Evidence from varied recording modalities, data analytic approaches, and behavioral tasks all point to a linkage between hippocampal activity and serial-order memory. Yet, the precise mechanism underlying how the hippocampus supports order memory remains to be uncovered. This review suggests that many of these results could be synthesized under the framework of retrieved-context theory. This interim conclusion, however, awaits far more rigorous work aimed at understanding the exact neural representations in the hippocampus that support this type of coding, and the processes instantiated not only in the hippocampus, but also in cortical regions, that support serial-order memory more generally.
A critical question for retrieved-context theory is whether the context representation contains explicit position or timing information. The ability to determine the serial order of items that are not otherwise highly discriminable (e.g., the order of items within a triplet in Tubridy & Davachi, 2011 or the relative recency of items within a contextual boundary in DuBrow & Davachi, 2014) would seem to be dependent on the ability of context to contain an explicit representation of time. Recent discovery of hippocampal "time cells" suggests that the hippocampus may indeed directly represent time (Pastalkova, Itskov, Amarasingham, & Buzsáki, 2008; MacDonald, Lepage, Eden, & Eichenbaum, 2011; Salz et al., 2016) . Time cells fire at specific delays relative to stimulus presentation and would appear to support the positional coding account, where elapsed time becomes associated with a stimulus presentation. However, electrophysiological data show that time cells do not merely respond to a temporal delay, but that they do so in a stimulus-specific manner (MacDonald et al., 2011) . In a recent elaboration of retrieved-context theory, Howard and colleagues (Howard, Shankar, Aue, & Criss, 2015) propose a com- Likewise, questions remain regarding which hippocampal subfield(s) support serial-order memory performance. Temporal coding in animals has been observed in CA1 (Allen, Salz, McKenzie, & Fortin, 2016; MacDonald, Lepage, Eden, & Eichenbaum, 2011; Mankin et al., 2012) , CA2 (Mankin et al., 2012) , and CA3 . Work in humans has likewise found evidence for temporal coding across different hippocampal subfields, where temporal contexts may be dissociated by CA1 (Dimsdale-Zucker, Ritchey, Ekstrom, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2018) , CA2/CA3 (Copara et al., 2014) and both CA1 and CA2/CA3 (Kyle, Smuda, Hassan, & Ekstrom, 2015) .
To adjudicate between these opposing pieces of data, future studies should use a comprehensive assessment of serial-order memory that combines a variety of the approaches used above. Specifically, both univariate and multivariate analytic techniques should be used to assess hippocampal subfield contributions to both the encoding and retrieval of serial order information. Univariate activity differences should track neural pattern similarity measures between items and across the encoding and retrieval of items.
Throughout this review, we have argued that serial-order memory is likely based on a hippocampally mediated process of associating items to a spatiotemporal context, such that reinstating that context enables retrieval of the items associated with that context. Such a mechanism, potentially based on the pattern completion processes of the hippocampus (Marr, 1971; Horner, Bisby, Bush, Lin, & Burgess, 2015) , appears distinct from the pattern separating mechanisms of the hippocampus (Marr, 1971; McNaughton & Morris, 1987; O'Reilly & McClelland, 1994; Leutgeb, Leutgeb, Moser, & Moser, 2007; Yassa & Stark, 2011) . Research on this process has shown that the hippocampus responds to highly similar or overlapping stimuli Bakker, Kirwan, Miller, & Stark, 2008; Duncan, Curtis, & Davachi, 2009; Long, Lee, & Kuhl, 2016) and creates distinct representations of such stimuli, potentially in an effort to minimize interference (Hulbert & Norman, 2015; Favila, Chanales, & Kuhl, 2016; Chanales, Oza, Favila, & Kuhl, 2017) .
Thus an intriguing question for future research concerns how the hippocampus can support serial-order memory, which relies on linking or associating representations, while concurrently engaging in the pattern separating processes that differentiate representations. The question of subfield involvement seems potentially critical here, as a dissociation (thus far, inconsistently observed) between subfields may enable the hippocampus to differentially support pattern separation and completion processes (Poppenk, Evensmoen, Moscovitch, & Nadel, 2013) .
Although overwhelming evidence suggests that hippocampally mediated serial-order memory is driven by associations, there is another account of serial-order memory that does not rely on associations. Instead, strength theory proposes that order memory is supported by the strength of items (Hinrichs, 1970) , where stronger items are judged to be more recent. Although strength may contribute partially to some of the neural effects described earlier, it clearly cannot be the sole explanation for the existing evidence on serial-order memory (Hintzman, 2003) . It may be that subjects only rely on a unitary strength value when associative serial information is unavailable (Wells, 1974 ).
Serial information is only one of several dimensions along which memories can be organized. In addition to memories being organized by temporal factors, items can be organized by spatial associations (Burgess, Maguire, Spiers, & O'Keefe, 2001; Ekstrom et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2013) and by pre-experimental, longstanding semantic associations (Bousfield, Sedgewick, & Cohen, 1954; Long, Öztekin, & Badre, 2010; Polyn, Norman, & Kahana, 2009b; Morton et al., 2013) .
How does the hippocampus support these forms of organization?
One possibility is that in its role as an associator, the hippocampus associates all contextual information, which can include spatial, semantic, and other nonserial forms of information, to an item. Specifically, other regions outside of the hippocampus, such as prefrontal cortex, may retrieve or select behaviorally relevant information that the hippocampus then associates to items (Long & Kahana, 2017) , leading to other forms of nonserial organization during retrieval.
Although the focus of this review has been on how the hippocampus supports serial-order memory, a number of other regions likely work in concert with the hippocampus to support order memory.
Evidence has shown that the parahippocampal cortex represents contextual information (Diana, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2012; Aminoff, Kveraga, & Bar, 2013) . Likewise, lesion work has shown that individuals with frontal lobe lesions are impaired at serial-order memory (Mangels, Picton, & Craik, 2001 , as well as nonserial organization memory Stuss et al., 1994; Alexander, Stuss, & Gillingham, 2009 ).
Thus another direction of future research will be to investigate how other brain regions work with the hippocampus to support order memory.
Here we have synthesized neuro-imaging research from fMRI and iEEG studies investigating order memory, through the lens of cognitive theories of serial-order memory. Both the behavioral and neural evidence are consistent with the interpretation that the hippocampus supports both the formation and retrieval of item-context associations; however, exciting future questions about the exact mechanisms supporting these hippocampal associations await further study.
